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Text analysis for situation awareness 
(in many languages) 

Jussi Karlgren





gavagai 

text analysis at large scale since 2008 

media monitoring, questionnaire processing 

customers: gov't agencies finance, market analysis, security 

based in Stockholm 

builds on decades of academic language technology research 
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Challenge



Big Data?
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Big Data?

big data is not mostly about volume 

the "big" is not about scaling



do not wash big data



change is normal



systems should learn, not be trained



crowds give meaning to a weak signal



it is not about finding the needle or the nugget
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analysis by static resources?

Either (too) general or (too) domain specific 

A priori assumptions and bias

Cannot handle new words

Cannot handle variation (e.g. spelling errors) 

Typically monolingual and conform to standard language
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Technology
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the exact choice of learning algorithm is not critical
but the the choice of representation is

with the wrong representation no method will succeed
in processing human-generated information; with the 
right representation most methods will

we want a learning representation
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computational distributional semantics:

a set of linguistic items
a notion of context
a representation of aggregated such contexts
a similarity measure for such representations
a model of semantic relations of interest
an application task of interest
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I drink tea

they sip brandy

you guzzle wine

syntagmatic 
 relations

paradigmatic relations
substitional, not cooccurrence

combinatorial, 
cooccurrence

a model of semantic relations of interest 

• synonyms 
• antonyms 
• hypo-, hyper-, mero-, ... *nyms
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the weather is fine in hong kong  
the weather is nice in hong kong  
the weather is nice in syktyvkar  

fine: [ 0  0  0  0  0]

nice: [ 0  0  0  0  0]

[ 1 -1  0  0  0]
[ 1  0 -1  0  1]

[ 0  0  1  0  0]

[ 1 -1  0  0  0]

[ 1 -1  0  0  0][ 2 -1 -1  0  1]

[ 2 -1 -1  0  1]

[ 3 -2 -1  0  1][ 3 -2  0  0  1]

"randomness is the path of least assumption"
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back end technology

http://lexicon.gavagai.se/lookup/en/help%20me%20understand

http://lexicon.gavagai.se/lookup/en/eminent%20domain

http://lexicon.gavagai.se/lookup/en/help%20me%20understand


a semantic base technology?

is this an example of that? 

are these two the same? 

has this changed? how? 

what is the relation of this and that? 

is this a new way of saying that? 

are these or those more like this?  

is this typical or strange? 

can we trust this? 

does the author believe this to be true? 
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Application
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beggars

refugees
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old school marketing 
campaign

freebie with a 
periodical

gift in a goodie 
bag on a cruise

evaluating a marketing campaign
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https://gavagai.se/maps

https://gavagai.se/maps
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central associated terms
Karolinska

Julien Assange
Ecuador
ICANN

Rally de Suecia
Sebastien Ogier
Alica Vikander

2016 Feb 6 - 2016 Feb 11

Sweden in Colombian press

suecia sueco sueca estocolmo ...

Swedish Rally

Macchiarini

Assange

media channels

This week, Colombian media have continued discussing the situation 
involving Julian Assange and the Swedish legal process in less 

flattering terms. Reporting on the scandal at Karolinska has lost 
steam. Most of the media coverage on Sweden have had to do with the 

Rally, especially that Ogier was fined for speeding.  

Weekly analysis
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https://explorer.gavagai.se/

process open responses in questionnaires
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quantitative

interpretative

involved and personal

argumentative
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building a concept model without hidden variables
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Next questions
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“the distributional hypothesis”:  

items with similar distributional properties have 
similar meanings  



a semantic base technology?

is this an example of that? 

are these two the same? 

has this changed? how? 

what is the relation of this and that? 

is this a new way of saying that? 

are these or those more like this?  

is this typical or strange? 

can we trust this? 

does the author believe this to be true? 
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can we evaluate the representation we have 
learnt?

is there a diagnosis criterion for when it 
has learnt enough?
is there a semantic horizon? where?
what is the structure of the representation?
what can we extract from the representation?

alligator gnu

cinnamon

materialism

turgid
crocodile
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what is the linguistic item?

how can larger units, constructions, be 
included?

what is the rôle of e.g. morphology?

evaluation has focussed on comparable 
referential expressions; equivalence 
between utterances is harder to pinpoint

but there is an opportunity coming up!

eläin ~4500 possible forms; 45 in play 
largest ∆:  
 eläimien ⟷ eläinten (variant) 

 eläimeen ⟷ eläimiin (sg vs pl) 

 eläimen ⟷ eläinten (sg vs pl) 

 eläimiä ⟷ eläimiäkin ("also") 

 eläimet ⟷ eläimetkin ("also")
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beyond the linguistic signal

how can we accommodate usage 
variables and sensory data from e.g. 
IoT?

e.g "here and now" vs "there and 
then" vs "somewhere and any time"

there is more to be mined here
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ad notam

• there are ways to learn entertaining, 
useful, and flexible representations from 
observing text

• we know fairly little of the innards of 
those representations

• those representations have focussed on 
certain fairly robust and evaluable 
aspects of linguistic meaning

• new sorts of data streams and new tasks 
afford a possibility of redressing this
(where traditional NLP pipeline probably will not)




